GRAPHIC NOVELS- SECONDARY & ADULT
compiled by Sheila Kirven

HYBRID
Secondary
Blaufarb, Rafe
& Clarke, Liz

Hosler, Jay

Inhuman Traffick: The International struggle
Juv.306.3.B645i
against the Transatlantic Slave Trade:
A Graphic history
(Contains historical documents, maps and explanatory text to show the
historical context of the story.)
Dreaming in Indian:
Contemporary Native American voices

Juv.D7713

Optical Allusions

Juv.H8265o

(eyes and evolutionary science)

Myers, Walter Dean

Autobiography of my dead brother

Juv.M9967a

Sax, Aline

War within these walls

Juv.S2722w

(Mischa living in WWII Warsaw takes part in the Warsaw ghetto uprising.)

Talbot, Bryan

Tale of one bad rat

Juv. T138t

(Tells the story of a young girl, Helen Potter, who runs away from home to escape an
uncaring mother and a sexually abusive father. Eventually she finds her way to the Lake
District, drawn there by her love of the work of Beatrix Potter, and in that beautiful
landscape she at last finds peace.)

Zimmerman, William

100 things guys need to know

Juv.170.83.A76o

Secondary Graphic novels
Abadzis, Brad

Laika

Juv. A1164L

Abirached, Zeina

Game of swallows: To die,
to leave, to return

Juv. 956.92.A149g

(The everyday lives of a girl, her family and their neighbors during the Lebanese Civil
War, 1975-1990).

Adventure Classics

Juv.A2442

(includes works of Robert Louis Stevenson, Arthur Conan Doyle, O. Henry,
Damon Runyon, Zane Grey, Kipling and many others.)

African American Classics

Juv.A2582
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(includes works of Claude McKay, Zora Neale Hurston, Jean Toomer, Frances
E.W. Harper and many others.)

Anderson, Ho Che

King

Juv.923.273.K53k

Arnoldi, Katherine

Amazing True Story of
a Teenage Single Mom

Juv. 920.7.A762a

Atwood, Margaret

Angel Catbird
Juv.A8876a vol.1
(On a dark night, young genetic engineer Strig Feleedus is accidentally
mutated by his own experiment when his DNA is merged with that of a cat
and an owl.)

Azzarello, Brian

Before Watchmen:
Comedian, Rorschach

Juv.A9924b

(Caution: graphic language, partial nudity and sexual situations.)

Baker, Kyle

Nat Turner

th

Juv. 923.6.T9498b

(Graphic biography of the 19 century leader of a slave rebellion. Includes a
Teacher’s Guide and booklist for further reading.)

Bertozzi, Nick

Lewis & Clark

Juv.917.8.B547L

Bertozzi, Nick

Shackleton: Antarctic Odyssey

JUv.923.9.S524b

Blaufarb, Rafe
& Clarke, Liz

Inhuman Traffick: The International struggle
Juv.306.3.B645i
against the Transatlantic Slave Trade: A Graphic history

Britt, Fanny

Lane, the fox and me
Juv. B8624j
(In spite of bullying, and with the help of a new friend a young teen
learns self-acceptance.)

Brooks, Max

Harlem Hellfighters
Juv.B8735h
th
(Story of WW I’s 369 Infantry Regiment. Caution: Contains racial
epithets in keeping with the times portrayed.)

Brosgol, Vera

Anya’s Ghost

Juv.B8745a

(A friendless Russian immigrant teen finds a ghost who offers to help her
in school and with her love life.)

Brown, Don

Drowned City: Hurricane Katrina
and New Orleans

Juv.363.34.B877d

Brown, Don

Unwanted: Stories of Syrian Refugees

juv. 956.91B877u

Camper, Cathy

Lowriders to the Center of the Earth
(Book 2)

Juv.C1954L
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(Fantasy incorporating Mexican-American culture and myth in which three garage
workers : a woman, an octopus and a mosquito go on a quest to recover their stolen
puppy. Spanish words throughout the text are defined in a footnotes and a glossary.)

Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim
Chilman-Blair, Kim

Medikidz explain Autism
Medikidz explain Depression
Medikidz explain HIV
Medikidz explain Sleep Apnea
What’s up with Bill?
Medikidz explain Epilepsy
What’s up with Ella?
Medikidz explain Diabetes
What’s up with Max?
Medikidz explain Asthma
What’s up with Paulina?
Medikidz explain Food Allergies

Juv.618.92.C538ma
Juv. 618.92.C538md
Juv.614.5.C538mh
Juv.616.2.C538ms
Juv.616.8.c538we
Juv. 618.92.C538wd
Juv. 616.2.C538wa
Juv. 618.92.C538wf

Chin, Oliver Clyde

9 of 1 : a window to the world

Juv.C539n

Collins, Terry

King of Pop: the story of Michael Jackson

Juv. 927.82 .J135c

Cooke, Darwyn

Before Watchmen:
Juv.C7724b
Minuteman, Silk Spectre
(Caution: graphic language, nudity and sexual situations.)

Croall, Marie P

Ali Baba : fooling the forty thieves:
an Arabian tale

Juv.398.2 .C9375a

Croall, Marie P

Sinbad : sailing into peril :
an Arabian tale

Juv. 398.2 .C9375s

Dark Horse book of witchcraft :
Juv. A436d
Eight weird mysteries of powerful women
and supernatural skill, told in words and pictures
Cunningham, Daryl

How to fake a moon landing:

Juv.C9732h

Exposing the myths of Science denial. (Is hydro-fracking really safe? Is climate
change real? Did the moon landing really happen? How about evolution: fact or
fiction? Author-illustrator Darryl Cunningham looks at these and other hotbutton science topics and presents a fact-based, visual assessment of current
thinking and research on eight different issues everybody's arguing about. )

Dong Hwa, Kim

Dead High yearbook
The Color of Earth series

Juv. D2785
Juv. K495

(includes Color of Earth, Color of Water, Color of Heaven- A sweeping trilogy of
first love and second chances. Caution: contains sexual situations)

Ebine, Kazuki

Gandhi: A manga biography

Juv.923.54.G195eb
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Faulkner, Matt

Gaijin: American Prisoner of War

Juv.F263g

(A half- Japanese –American 13 year old boy is sent to a relocation camp with his nonJapanese mother at the start of WWII.)

Fontes, Justine

Atalanta : the race against destiny :
a Greek myth

Juv. 398.2 .F6837a

Fontes, Justine

Demeter & Persephone : Spring held hostage
: A Greek myth

Juv.398.2 .F6837d

Fontes, Justine

Sunjata : warrior king of Mali :
A West African legend

Juv. 398.2 .F6837s

Fontes, Ron

Trojan horse : the fall of Troy :
A Greek legend
The Cat

Francis, Andrew

Juv.398.2 .F6835t
Juv.F8182c

(After an allergic reaction, and an injection by an experimental vaccine,
Jonathan Jacques of Jamaica acquires superpowers, and becomes , “The Cat”. )

Gaiman, Neil

Books of magic

Juv.G141b

Geary, Rick

Fatal Bullet: The assassination
of President James A. Garfield

Juv.364.15.G292f

Geary, Rick

Lindbergh Child: America’s hero
and the crime of the century

Juv.926.29.L742g

Geary, Rick

Lives of Sacco and Vanzetti

Juv.345.73.G292L

Getz, Trevor R.
and Clarke, Liz

Abina and the Important Men:
A Graphic history

Juv. 306.3.G394a

(A graphic novel representation of an 1876court case in which a young
enslaved female sues for her freedom in Ghana. The text also includes the
transcript of the trial, historical, cultural and social background of nineteenth
century Ghana, and a reader’s guide with questions for grade 9-20 students.
Also includes bibliographies of additional resources.)

Gilman, Melanie

As the Crow Flies

Juv.G4824a

(Charlie Lamonte is thirteen years old, queer, black, and questioning what was
once a firm belief in God. So naturally, she's spending a week of her summer
vacation stuck at an all-white Christian youth backpacking camp. As the journey
wears on and the rhetoric wears thin, she can't help but poke holes in the pious
obliviousness of this storied sanctuary with little regard for people like herself .
. . or her fellow camper, Sydney.)

Gipi

Garage Band

Juv.G212

(When Giuliano's father loans him the family garage, he and three of his friends
form a band. Playing their battered secondhand instruments, the four
teenagers find something they love to do, and they find in their friendship and
music a refuge from difficult and turbulent home lives. But when their only
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Gipi

amp blows a fuse, a desperate search for some new equipment lands them in
more trouble than they ever saw coming.)
Innocents
Juv.G212i
(A decade after his days as a roaming punk, Giuliano takes his nephew Andrea
down to the seaside, his old stomping grounds, to visit with one of his old
friends: Valerio, who has just finished serving a long prison sentence after
having been framed, tortured and imprisoned by two rogue members of antiterrorist squad in Italy)

Girl Genius: Omnibus Volume One
Juv.G5255
(Steampunk, graphic novel. At Transylvania Polygnostic University,
Agatha Clay dreams of being a scientist herself, but her trouble
concentrating dooms her to be a lowly minion at best.
When her locket, a family heirloom, is stolen, Agatha shows signs
of having the Spark in a spectacular, destructive fashion and captures
the attention of the Baron—and the Baron’s handsome young son,
Gilgamesh.)

Gonick, Larry

Cartoon History of the Modern World: Part I :
From Columbus to the U.S. Constitution

Juv. 909.08.G638c pt.1

Gonick, Larry

Cartoon History of the Modern World: Part II : Juv. 909.08.G638c pt.2
From the Basteille to Baghdad

Goodwin, Michael

Economix: How our economy works
(and doesn't work ) in words and pictures

Juv.330.G657e

(An informative and critically acclaimed graphic novel for
visual learners and others who want to improve their financial and visual literacy.)

Guilbert, Emmanuel, et. al.

The Photographer
Juv.070.49.G944p
(In 1986, Afghanistan was torn apart by a war with the Soviet Union. This
graphic novel/photo-journal is a record of one reporter's arduous and
dangerous journey through Afghanistan, accompanying the Doctors
Without Borders.)

Gulledge, Laura Lee

Will & Whit
Juv.C9736w
(Wilhelmina "Will" Huxstep is a creative soul struggling to come to terms
with a family tragedy. She crafts whimsical lamps, in part to deal with her
fear of the dark. As she wraps up another summer in her mountain town,
she longs for unplugged adventures with her fellow creative friends,
Autumn, Noel, and Reese. Little does she know that she will get her wish in
the form of an arts carnival and a blackout, courtesy of a hurricane named
Whitney, which forces Will to face her fear of darkness.)

Gunderson, Jessica

Hip Hop Icon: Jay-Z

Juv.927.82.J42g

Halloween Classics

Juv. H1935

(includes works by Washington Irving, Arthur Conan Doyle and H.P. Lovecraft)

Hennessey, Johnathan

Gettysburg Address: A Graphic Adaptation

Juv.973.7.H515
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(A graphic adaptation of the Gettysburg Address explains the events of the War,
drawing on first-hand accounts from soldiers, slaves, and key figures and providing an
understanding of the speech that marked America's new path.)

Hennessey, Jonathan

The United States Constitution:
A Graphic Adaptation

Juv. 320.973.H515u

(An introduction to the United States Constitution, presented in graphic form, detailing
important people and events in the creation of the founding document, its Preamble,
and twenty-seven amendments.)

Hale, Nathan

Alamo All Stars

Hale, Nathan

Big Bad Ironclad

Juv.976.4.H318a
Juv.973.7.H318b

(Graphic history of Civil War naval battles with ironclads)

Hale, Nathan

Donner Dinner Party

Juv.979.4.H318d

Hale, Nathan

One Dead Spy

Juv. 923.5.H163h

(Graphic biography of Nathan Hale.)

Hale, Nathan

Then Underground Abductor

Juv.920.7.T885h

(Graphic biography of Harriet Tubman, includes information on Nat Turner, John Broen
and Frederick Douglass.)

Hinds, Gareth
Hosler, Jay

Macbeth
Optical Allusions

Juv. 822.33.H662m
Juv. H8265o

(The eye and evolutionary science)

Hosler, Jay

Evolution: The Story of life on Earth

Juv.576.8.H826e

It was a dark and silly night ...

Juv.I88

Jacobson, Sid
And Colon, Ernie

Anne Frank: The Anne Frank House
Authorized Graphic biography

Juv.920.7.F828j

Jablonski, Carla &
Purvus, Leland

Resistance –Book I

Juv.J117r v.1

Johnson, Mat

Incognegro

(Two children join the French Resistance during WWII)

Juv.J683t

(Follows the adventures of an African American reporter during
the Harlem Renaissance, who investigates lynchings in the South.
The character is based on the NAACP’s Walter White. Caution: Racial
epithets, graphic violence .)

Jolley, Dan
Jolley, Dan

Jolley, Dan

Guan Yu : blood brothers to the end :
A Chinese legend
Hero twins : against the lords of death :
a Mayan myth

Juv. 398.2 .J757g

Odysseus : escaping Poseidon’s curse :

Juv.398.2 .J757o

Juv.398.2 .J757h
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A Greek legend
Kim, Derek Kirk

Same Difference

Juv. K493s

(A series of short stories in graphic novel format follows a group
of friends in their twenties as they navigate young adulthood
and relationships.)

Kirkman, Robert

Walking Dead: Compendium One

Juv.W1868 v. 1

(Contains issues 1-48. An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the
globe causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months
society has crumbled—no government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no
cable TV. Grades 11-12. Covers themes of dating and relationships, family
issues, gender roles, illness, life skills, , mental health, racial/ethnic identity and
religion. Mature themes and situations.)

Kirkman, Robert

Walking Dead: Compendium Two

Juv.W1868 v. 2

(Contains issues 49-96. An epidemic of apocalyptic proportions has swept the
globe causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months
society has crumbled—no government, no grocery stores, no mail delivery, no
cable TV. Grades 11-12. Covers themes of dating and relationships, family
issues, gender roles, illness, life skills, , mental health, racial/ethnic identity and
religion. Mature themes and situations.)

Kiyama, Henry (Yoshitaka)

Four immigrants Manga:
Juv.979.4.K62m
A Japanese Experience in San Francisco, 1904-1924

Klied, Neil

Jack London’s The call of the wild:
the graphic novel

Juv.K637j

Kooharian, David

Sammy’s story

Juv.128.5.K828S

(A sick little boy fights a monster with courage even though he is very afraid.
When he vanquishes the monster he goes to a land without pain or sickness.
Death and dying.)

Kris

Bag of marbles

Juv. K926b

(based on memoir of the same name by Joseph Joffo (PQ2670 .O29 S213:
In 1941, ten-year-old Joseph Joffo and his older brother, Maurice, must hide their
Jewish heritage and undertake a long and dangerous journey from Nazi-occupied Paris
to reach their other brothers in the free zone.)

Lacoste, Enrique A.

Juan Gualberto
Juv.923.45.G633L
(Graphic novel biography of the nineteenth century Afro-Cuban
revolutionary and journalist Juan Gualberto Gómez Ferrer. Text in
Spanish.)

Laird, Roland

Still I Rise: A Graphic History of
African Americans
Annie Sullivan and the Trials of Helen Keller
March Book One
March Book Two

Lambert, Joseph
Lewis, John et. al.
Lewis, John et. al.

Juv.973.04.l188S
Juv. 920.7.K29L
Juv.923.6.L674
Juv.923.6.L674 bk.2
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Lewis, John et.al.

March Book Three

Juv. 923.6.L674 bk.3

Limke, Jeff and
Yeates, Thomas

Arthur & Lancelot: The fight for Camelot

Juv.398.2.L7345a

Limke, Jeff
Limke, Jeff
Limke, Jeff

Isis and Osiris : to the ends of the earth
Jason: Quest for the Golden Fleece
King Arthur : Excalibur unsheathed :
an English legend
Theseus : battling the Minotaur

Juv. 398.2 .L7345i
Juv.398.2.L7345j
Juv.398.2 .L7345k

Limke, Jeff and
Randall, Ron

Thor & Loki in the land of giants

Juv.398.2.L7345ti

Limke, Jeff and
Randall, Ron

Tristan and Isolde:
The Warrior and the princess

Juv.398.2.L7345ti

Long, Mark &
Demonakos, Jim

Silence of Our Friends

Juv. 323.11.L849s

Love, Jeremy

Bayou v.2

Limke, Jeff

Juv. 398.2 .L7345t

(Civil rights saga set in 1967 based on author’s experiences in Houston Texas.
Caution: Mature readers, contains epithets.)

Juv.L8974b

(In 1930s Mississippi, the swamps house an alternate world of bad juju, strange forces,
and stranger critters-like giant Cotton-Eyed Joe, who gobbles up Lee's best friend, Lily,
Miss Westmoreland's daughter. When the sheriff hauls in Lee's sharecropper daddy for
Lily's murder and a lynching party is on the move, Lee's only hope to rescue both daddy
and Lily is the equally gigantic Bayou, another swamp critter and Joe's opposite number.
But Bayou operates under the thumb, er, paw of bossman Jubal, a bloodhound gotten
up as a Civil War general with Klan-type sidekicks. Love's Southern gothic magical
realism infuses the plot with seductive frisson. Caution contains epithets, sexual scenes
and language. Mature readers.)

Maroh, Julie

Blue is the warmest color

Juv.M3543b

(French creator Maroh’s Audience Award-winning graphic novel is a sincere
love story told through the journal entries of Clementine, spanning her years in
high school to adulthood. Despite Clementine’s unhappy attempts at having a
“normal” relationship with a boy, there is love at first sight when she sees the
confident blue-haired Emma. Caution: Mature readers, nudity, sexual
situations. See also Skim, Juv. T1533s.)

Marunas, Nathaniel

Manga Claus: The Blade of Kringle

Juv. M3896m

McCoud, Scott

Reinventing Comics: How imagination
PN6710.M34 2000
and technology are revolutionizing an art form
(Companion to Understanding Comics, explores growth and influence of
technology on the art form.)

McCloud, Scott

Understanding comics: the invisible art

PN6710 .M335 1994

(Comic book about comics: a detailed look at the history, meaning,
and art of comics and cartooning)
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McDonald, John F.

Midsummer Night’s Dream:
The Graphic Novel

Juv.822.33.M135m

(original text in a graphic novel version.)

McKay, Sharon E

War brothers: The graphic novel

Juv.M1535w

(Jacob is a 14-year-old Ugandan who is sent away to a boys' school. Once there,
he assures his friend Tony that they need not be afraid -- they will be safe. But
not long after, in the shadow of the night, the boys are abducted. Marched into
the jungle, they are brought to an encampment of the feared rebel soldiers.
They are told they must kill or be killed, and their world turns into a terrifying
struggle to endure and survive.)

McKissack, Patricia and
McKissack, Frederick, Jr.

Best shot in the West: The adventures Juv. M1585b
of Nat Love
(Famous Black cowboy also known as Deadwood Dick.)

Merey, I.

a+e 4Ever

Juv. M5597a

(Asher Machnik is a teenage boy cursed with
a beautiful androgynous face, after being bullied,
he befriends Eulalie Mason a lonely, tough-talking lesbian.
Caution: graphic language and sexual situations.)

Miranda-Rodriguez, Edgardo

La Boriquena

Juv. M6726L

(Marisol Rios De La Luz, is a Columbia University Earth and Environmental
Sciences undergraduate student living with her parents in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. She takes a semester of study abroad in collaboration with the
University of Puerto Rico. When exploring the caves of Puerto Rico, she
discovers five mysterious crystals that give her superpowers and transform her
into La Borinquena)

Miranda-Rodriguez, Edgardo

Ricanstruction: Reminiscing and Rebuilding
Puerto Rico

Juv. M6726r

(A graphic anthology featuring La Borinquena, the Puerto Rican superhero,
exploring and celebrating Puerto Rico’s history, cultre, mythology and recovery
from Hurricane Maria.)

Molver, Luke and
O’Connor, Mason

Shaka Rising: A Legend of the
Warrior Prince

Juv.923.1.S527m

Moore, Alan

Terra Obscura: S.M.A.S.H. of two worlds

Juv.T3232

(On a planet known as Terra Obscura, Tom Strong’s heroic allies battle the
forces of S.M.A.S.H. But after being out of action for decades and in suspended
animation, can these heroes adjust to a strange world and its modern
technology? Caution: Graphic violence and sexual situations. Mature readers.)

Moore, Alan

V is for Vendetta

th

Juv.V5975

(The date is November 5 , 1997. War has ravaged England, entire races have
been eradicated, the entire British populace is under constant surveillance, and
the absolute power is absolutely corrupt. On this historic day, a man with a
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strong resemblance to Guy Fawkes (in action and dress) blows up Parliament.
The bomber, a masked character named V, saves a girl named Eve from a violent
crime and takes her under his wing. Moore’s dystopian, fascist version of
England, ruled by one central leader and his sects (named after parts of the
body, such as Finger, Nose, and Voice), is systematically dismantled by the
enigmatic V. Combining alternate history with moral questions about freedom
and identity. Caution slight nudity and violence.)

Moore, Alan

Watchmen

Juv.M8212w

(In an alternate 1985 America, where Nixon is still president and tension with
the Soviets has reached disastrous levels, a group of outlaw superheroes come
out of retirement to find the murderer who’s hunting them , but they also
cover a plot of global proportions. Caution: graphic language, and sexual
situations.)

Nakazawa, Keiji
Nakazawa, Keiji
Nakazawa, Keiji
Nakazawa, Keiji
Nakazawa, Keiji

Barefoot Jen: A cartoon history of Hiroshima
Barefoot Jen: The day after
Barefoot Jen: Life after the bomb
Barefoot Jen: Out of the ashes
Barefoot Jen: The never-ending war

Juv.952.04.N163b v.1
Juv.952.04.N163b v.2
Juv.952.04.N163b v.3
Juv.952.04.N163b v.4
Juv.952.04.N163b v.5

Native American Classics

Juv. 398.2.N278

Nelson Mandela:
The Authorized Comic Book

Juv.923.268.M271

Neufeld, Josh

A.D.: New Orleans after the deluge

Juv.976.3.N482a

O’ Brien, Anne Sibley

Legend of Hong Kil Dong:
The Robin Hood of Korea

Juv.741.5.O131L

O’Connor, George.

Athena : grey-eyed goddess

Juv. 398.2 .O185a 1

O’Connor, George

Hera: The Goddess and her Glory

Juv.O185h

O’Malley, Bryan Lee

Lost at Sea

Juv.Juv.O544L

(Raleigh doesn't have a soul. A cat stole it – at least that's what she tells people
- at least that's what she would tell people if she told people anything. Driving
from California to Canada with three hooligan friends, she may be forced to
interact.)

O’Malley, Bryan Lee
O’Malley, Bryan Lee
O’Malley, Bryan Lee
O’Malley, Bryan Lee

Scott Pilgrim: Scott Pilgrim and
The Infinite Sadness
Scott Pilgrim: Scott Pilgrim gets it
Together
Scott Pilgrim: Scott Pilgrim vs.
the world
Scott Pilgrim: Scott Pilgrim’s
Precious little life

Juv.S4285v.3
Juv.S4285v.4
Juv.S4285v.2
Juv.S4285v.1
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O’Neil, Katie

Princess Princess Ever After
Juv.O587p
(When the heroic princess Amira rescues the kind-hearted princess Sadie from her
tower prison, neither expects to find a true friend in the bargain. Yet as they adventure
across the kingdom, they discover that they bring out the very best in the other
person. And will they be happy ever after?)

Ottaviani, Jim

Dignifying science : stories about
women scientists

Ottaviani, Jim et al.

Fallout: J. Robert Oppenheimer, Leo Szilard, Juv.741.50.O893f
and the Political Science of the Atomic Bomb
Feynman
Juv.925.39.F435o

Ottaviani, Jim
& Leland Myrick

Juv. 925 .O89D

Ottaviani, Jim

The Imitation Game: Alan Turing Decoded

& Purvis, Leland

(A biography of the mathematician, reveals the story of an eccentric genius, Olympic-class
runner, and groundbreaking theoretician whose work is still influencing the science and
telecommunication systems of the modern world.)

Ottaviani, Jim &
Johnston, Janine

Levitation: Physics and Psychology in the
Service of Deception

Ottaviani, Jim &
Wicks, Maris

Primates: The fearless science of Jane Goodall, Juv.925.9.O89p
Dian Fossey, and Birute Galdikas

Ottaviani, Jim

Suspended in Language: Niels Bohr’s Life,
Discoveries, and the Century He Shaped
Two-Fisted science : stories about scientists
Wire Mothers: Harry Harlow and
the Science of Love
Cuito Cuanavale

Ottaviani, Jim
Ottaviani, Jim
Palacios, Luis

Juv. 925.11.T938o

Juv. 793.8O893L

Juv.925.3.B677o
Juv. 925.3 .O89T
Juv.156.2.O89w
Juv. 967.3.P153c

(A Cuban Air Force fighter pilot, is shot down in Angola during the fighting in Cuito
Cuanavale and is captured by UNITA troops. The story tells of his determination to
escape with valuable information. Text in Spanish.)

Robbins, Tina

Princeless: The Pirate Princess
Princeless: Be Yourself

Juv. P9575 v.3
Juv. P9575v.4

Lily Renee: Escape Artist

Juv. 927.41.R399r

(Biography of Lily Renee, comic book artist, children's author, model and
Holocaust survivor.)

Rodi, Robert

Thor & Loki: Blood brothers

Juv.T487

(Odin’s least favorite son rewrites Asgardian lore from his perspective! Loki’s
insatiable lust for power, his conflicted sentiments toward Sif, his antipathy
toward Balder, and the deep-seated feelings of longing and resentment toward
his older brother, Thor, and uncaring father, Odin, will take on new meaning.
Caution: Mature readers.)
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Sacco, Joe.

Palestine

Juv.S1195p

Satrapi, Marjane

Persepolis

Juv.955.05.S353pr

Satrapi, Marjane

Persepolis 2: the story of a return

Juv.955.05.S353p

Schultz, Mark

Stuff of Life :
A graphic guide to genetics and DNA

Juv.576.5.S387s

Sfar, Joann

The Little Prince

Juv.S5228Lp

Shanower, Eric

Sacrifice ( Age of Bronze)

Juv.S528s 2004 v.2

Shanower, Eric.
Shimura, Takako

Thousand ships ( Age of Bronze)
Wandering Son, vols.1-2

Juv.S528t
Juv.S5566w

(A fifth grade Japanese boy who prefers to be a girl meets a friend)

Siegel, Siena Cherson
Small, David

To dance: a memoir
Juv.792.80.S571d
Stitches : A Memoir
Juv.928.1.s635S
(The prize-winning children's author depicts a childhood from hell in this
searing yet redemptive graphic memoir. One day David Small awoke from
a supposedly harmless operation to discover that he had been transformed
into a virtual mute.)

Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,
Smith, Jeff,

Bone
Bone : Crown of horns
Bone : Dragonslayer
Bone : Eyes of the storm
Bone : Ghost Circles
Bone: Great Cow Race
Bone : Handbook
Bone: Old man’s cave
Bone :Out from Boneville
Bone: Quest for the Spark
Bone : Rose
Bone : Tall Tales
Bone Treasure hunters

Juv.S6512B
Juv.S6512Bv.9
Juv.S6512B v.4
Juv.S6512B v.10
Juv.S6512B v.3
Juv.S6512b v.2
Juv.813.54S651B
Juv.S6512B v.6
Juv.S6512b
Juv.S6512Bq
Juv.S6512B v.10
Juv.S6512Bt
Juv.S6512B v.8

Spiegelman, Art.

Maus I : a survivor’s tale :
my father bleeds history
Maus II : a survivor’s tale:

Juv. .S755m v.1
(and RESERVE DESK)
Juv.S755M v.2 (RESERVE
DESK)
Juv. 398.2.S8666p

Spiegelman, Art.
Storrie, Paul D

Amaterasu: Return of the Sun:
A Japanese Myth

Storrie, Paul D

Beowulf: Monster Slayer:
A British Legend

Juv. 398.2.S8666b
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Storrie, Paul D.

Hercules: The Twelve Labors

Storrie, Paul D

Perseus: the Hunt for Medusa’s Head:
Juv. 398.2.S8666p
A Greek Legend
Robin Hood : outlaw of Sherwood Forest :
Juv. 398.2 .S8866r
An English legend
Yu the Great: Conquering the Great Flood:
Juv. 398.2.S8666y
A Chinese Legend
Before Watchmen:
Juv.S8947b
Nite Owl, Dr. Manhattan
(Caution: graphic language, nudity and sexual situations.)

Storrie, Paul D
Storrie, Paul D
Straczynski, Michael J

Straczynski, Michael J

Takaya, Natsuki,

Juv. 398.2 .S8866h

Midnight Nation

Juv. M6296

Strange stories for strange kids

Juv.S897

Fruits basket

Juv.T136f

(Ohru Honda was an orphan with no place to go until the mysterious Sohma
family offered her a place to call home. Now her ordinary high school life is
turned upside down as she’s introduced to the Sohma’s world of magical curses
and family secrets.)

Tamaki, Mariko
and
Tamaki, Jillian

Skim

Tamaki, Mariko
And
Tamaki, Jillian

This One Summer

Tan, Shaun

Arrival

Juv.T1533s

(Skim is Kimberly Keiko Cameron, a not-slim, would-be Wiccan got
stuck in a private girls' school in Toronto. When a classmate 's boyfriend kills
himself because he was rumored to be gay, the school goes into mourning
overdrive, each clique trying to find something to hold on to and something to
believe in. It’s a weird time to fall in love, but that’s high school, and that’s
what happens to Skim when she starts to meet in secret with her neo-hippie
English teacher, Ms. Archer.)

Juv.T1533t

(A pivotal summer for Rose Wallace and her family, friend and the boy she has
a crush on in the Ontario town they rent a cottage. Caution: Text contains
explicit language and adult situations. Mature readers.)

Juv. T136a

(In this wordless graphic novel, a man leaves his homeland and sets off for a
new country, where he must build a new life for himself and his family.)

Tan, Shaun

Lost & Found

Juv.T1617L

(Three stories explore how we lose and find what matters most to us, as a girl
finds a bright spot in a dark world, a boy leads a strange, lost being home, and a
group of peaceful creatures loses its home to cruel invaders.)

Tobe, Keiko

With the light: Raising an autistic child

Juv. T6284w

(depicts the struggles of a young mother, Sachiko Azuma,
raising her autistic son Hikaru in modern Japan. In keeping
with the original Japanese format, this book reads from
back to front and from right to left).
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Toppi, Sergio

Sharaz-De; Tales from the Arabian Nights

Juv.T6755s

(Sharaz-De, captive to a cruel and despotic king, must each night
spin tales to entertain her master and save her head from the executioner.
A graphic novel re-imagining of Scheherazade and the 1001 Arabian nights.
Caution: Mature readers. Contains some nudity and some sexual situations.)

Vaughan, Brian

Ex machina: the first hundred days
Juv.V3644e
(set in our modern-day world, 'Ex Machina' tells the story of civil engineer
Mitchell Hundred, who becomes America's first living, breathing super-hero
after a strange accident gives him amazing powers. Eventually Mitchell tires of
risking his life merely to maintain the status quo, retires from masked
crimefighting and runs for mayor of New York City, winning by a landslide. But
Mayor Hundred has to worry about more than just budget problems and an
antagonistic governor, especially when a mysterious hooded figure begins
assassinating plow drivers during the worst snowstorm in the city's history)

Vaughan, Brian K

Pride of Baghdad

Juv.V3644p

(Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the streets of wartorn Iraq, raising questions about the meaning of liberation through the
experiences of four lions who escaped from the Baghdad Zoo during a raid.)

Vaughan, Brian K

Y: The last man

Juv.V36544y

(In the summer of 2002, a plague of unknown origin destroyed every last
sperm, fetus, and fully developed mammal with a Y chromosome-with the
apparent exception of one young man and his male pet.)

Voloj, Julian

Ghetto Brother: Warrior to Peacemaker

Juv. 920.93.V929g

(Graphic biography of Benjy Melendez founder of the Ghetto Brothers in the
Bronx who brokered peace between rival gangs in the 1970’s. A peace which
paved the way for the emergence of “hip hop”. During this time Melendez also
rediscovered his Puerto Rican Jewish heritage. Caution: language.)

Wong, David H.T.

Escape to Gold Mountain: a graphic history
Of the Chinese in North America

Yakin, Boaz and
Bertozzi, Nick

Jerusalem: A family portrait

Yang, Gene Luen

American Born Chinese

Juv.971.004.W872e

Juv.Y155j

(Jerusalem is the story of a single family--three generations of very different people--as
they are swept up in the chaos of nation-making from 1940 to 1948 in the beginnings of
the state of Israel.)

Juv. Y225a

(story of three apparently unrelated characters: Jin Wang, who moves to a new
neighborhood with his family only to discover that he’s the only ChineseAmerican student at his new school; the powerful Monkey King, subject of one
of the oldest and greatest Chinese fables; and Chin-Kee, a personification of the
ultimate negative Chinese stereotype, who is ruining his cousin Danny’s life
with his yearly visits. Their lives and stories come together with an unexpected
twist.)

Yang, Gene Luen

Boxers

Juv.Y225b
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(In China in 1898 bands of foreign missionaries and soldiers roam the
countryside, bullying and robbing Chinese peasants. Little Bao has had
enough: harnessing the powers of ancient Chinese gods, he recruits an
army of Boxers—commoners trained in kung fu who fight to free China
from “foreign devils. Yang’s Saints ( Juv.Y225s)presents the story from
the perspective of the missionaries and one of their followers.)
Yang, Gene Luen and
Kim, Derek Kirk

Eternal Smile

Yang, Gene Luen

Prime baby

Juv.Y225e

(Presents three short stories in graphic novel format involving the blurred line
between fantasy and reality, including an office assistant who falls for an e-mail
scam, and a young knight whose life is not what it seems.)

Juv. Y225p

(Thaddeus Fong has a hard time convincing others that his baby sister, Maddie,
is an interdimensional gateway for peace-loving aliens, and he is extremely
disappointed to discover that there is no evil alien invasion to thwart.)

Yang, Gene Luen

Saints
Juv.Y225s
(An unwanted fourth daughter, Four-Girl isn’t even given a proper name by her
family. She finds friendship-and a name, Vibiana-in the most unlikely of places:
Christianity. The Boxer Rebellion is murdering Westerners and Chinese
Christians alike. Torn between her nation and her Christian friends, Vibiana will
have to decide where her true loyalties lie . . . Saints tells Vibiana’s story, and
the companion volume, Boxers, tells the story of Little Bao, a young man who
joins the Boxer Rebellion.)

Yang, Gene Luen
and Liew, Sonny

Wein, Len

Shadow Hero

Juv.Y225sh

(A fantasy in which a Chinese-American super-hero fights the Tongs in his
California neighborhood.)

Walking Dead (series)

Juv.W1868

Before Watchmen: Ozymandis,
Crimson Corsair

Juv.W4236b

(Caution: graphic language, partial nudity and sexual situations.)

Weaver, Lila Quintero

Darkroom: A memoir in black and white Juv.976.1.W363d
( A graphic novel memoir in which Argentinian born Lila living in Alabama is a witness to
the struggles and battles of the Civil Rights movement in the 1950’s and 1960’s as she
makes peace with her “outsider status” as a Latino.)

Wells, H. G.

H.G Wells.
Juv.W462H
(illustrated adaptations of "The Invisible Man, " "In the Abyss, " and seven
other Wells stories. Plus a "Time Machine" portfolio by Nicola Cuti and the
story of Orson Welles' 1938 radio broadcast of "The War of the Worlds.)

Wilde, Lisa

Yo, Miss: A Graphic look at High School
(Based on author Lisa Wilde's experience teaching at John V. Lindsay Wildcat
Academy, a charter high school for at-risk students in New York City, the story
follows the lives of eight (fictionalized-composite) students as they work toward
obtaining their diplomas.)
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Winick, Judd

Pedro and me : friendship,
loss, and what I learned

Juv.927.91 .Z25W

World of Viruses
Juv.W9275
(World of Viruses is a graphic novel that contains the thrilling true stories of well-known
threats like foot and mouth disease, HIV, the flu, and HPV, as well as the lesser-known
but helpful role that viruses play in saving global ecosystems from out-of-control blooms
of algae.)

Zimmerman, Dwight J.

Hammer and the Anvil: Frederick Douglass, Juv.973.7.Z73h
Abraham Lincoln and the end of slavery in America

Superhero Series
Absolute Final Crisis

Juv. A1649

(What happens when evil wins? That's the devastating question Superman,
Batman, the Justice League, and every other super being in the DC Universe
must face when Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of followers actually win
the war between light and dark.)

Absolute Green Lantern: Sinestro
Corps War

juv. A1648

(Sinestro - Hal Jordan's former mentor and archnemesis - has gathered an army
of soldiers fueled by the fear they instill in others, including Arkillo, Karu-Sil, the
Cyborg- Superman and more of the most terrifying villains the universe has
ever seen!)

All new X-Men:

Juv.A4397,v.1-3

(The original five students of Professor X-- Cyclops, Marvel Girl, Iceman, Angel
and Beast-- are plucked from the past and brought to the present. But what
they find, the state that their future selves are in and the state of Xavier's
dream, is far from the future they dreamed of. And how will the X-Men of the
present deal with their past coming crashing forward? vol. 1. Yesterday's X-men
-- vol. 2. Here to stay -- vol. 3. Out of their depth.)

All-star Superman
Amazing Spiderman
Aquaman: Volume 1: The Trench
Astro City: Life in the big city
Avengers vs. X-Men

Juv. A4166 v.2
Juv. A4897
Juv.A6562t
Juv.A8595L
Juv.A9514a

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns
Batman: Year one
Batman : Year One:
Two-face and Scarecrow
Batman: Year 100

Juv.B337bd
Juv.B3337
Juv.B3337t
Juv.B3337y
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Batman and Robin:
Batman and Robin must die
Batman and Robin: Batman reborn
Batman and Robin: Batman vs. Robin

Juv.B3337br

Batwoman: Elegy

Juv.B3368

Juv.B3337b
Juv.B3337bv

(In this graphic novel, tattooed, Jewish, Lesbian , Kate Kane transforms herself into
Batwoman and battles a madwoman who calls herself Alice, after the character
Alice in Wonderland.)

Blue Beetle: Volume 1: Metamorphosis Juv.B6583
(Jaime Reyes was a typical high school student in El Paso, Texas
until he became host to a big blue alien bug.)

Buffy the Vampire Slayer:
The Long way home

Juv.B9297

Captain America: Winter Soldier
Crisis on Infinte Earths
Daredevil: Born again
Daredevil: The man without fear
DC Universe

Juv.C2547w
Juv.C9324
Juv.D2174b
Juv.D2174m
Juv.D2775

Essential Wolverine
Final Crisis: Legion of 3 worlds

Juv.E784
Juv.F4912

(In the thirty-first century, Superman and the Legion of Super
Heroes team up with two other parallel-universe versions of the
Legion to battle Superboy-Prime (a parallel-universe Superman), the
Legion of Super Villains, and the Time Trapper .)

Faith: Hollywood & Vine

Juv.H8426F

(Orphaned at a young age, Faith Herbert - a psionically gifted "psiot"
discovered by the Harbinger Foundation - has always aspired to greatness. But
now this once ordinary teenager is taking control of her destiny and becoming
the hard-hitting hero she's always known she can be. When she's not typing up
listicles about cat videos, Faith makes a secret transformation to patrol the

night as the City of Angels' own leading superhero - the sky-soaring
Zephyr!)

Ghost Rider: The Complete series

Juv.G4278

Green Lantern: No Fear

Juv.G8412

(Green Lantern possesses a power ring that gives the user great
control over the physical world as long as the wielder has
sufficient willpower and strength to wield it.)

Indestructible Hulk
Infinite Crisis
Ironman: Believe
Journey into mystery

Juv.I38
Juv. I434
JuvI1715b
Juv.J866
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Miranda-Rodriguez, Edgardo

Kingdom Come
La Boriquena

Juv.K548
Juv. M6726L

Marisol Rios De La Luz, is a Columbia University Earth and Environmental
Sciences undergraduate student living with her parents Flor De La Luz Rojas
and Oscar 'Chango' Rios Velez in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. She takes a semester
of study abroad in collaboration with the University of Puerto Rico.

Miranda-Rodriguez, Edgardo

Ricanstruction: Reminiscing and Rebuilding
Puerto Rico

Juv. M6726r

(A graphic anthology featuring La Borinquena, the Puerto Rican superhero,
exploring and celebrating Puerto Rico’s history, cultre, mythology and recovery
from Hurricane Maria.)

Spider-Men

Juv.S7545

(Spider-Man (Peter Parker) comes face-to-face with his newcomer
"replacement," thirteen-year-old Miles Morales, after master illusionist
Mysterio opens a door between their two worlds. Now they must work
together to face the deadly villain determined to destroy two Spider-Men in
one.)

Spectre: Infinite Crisis: Aftermath

Juv.S7415

Superman/Batman

Juv.S95951

Superman: Earth One
Superman: Sacrifice:
Countdown to Infinite Crisis
Superman: Red Son

Juv.S95952 v.1-2
Juv.S9595
Juv.S9594r

(As a baby, Superman’s rocket lands in the USSR instead of the USA.)

Swamp Thing
Teen Titans

Juv.S1292v.1-5
Juv.T2585

(All over the world, super-powered teens are emerging as the heroes of tomorrow…
and they’re being targeted.)

Thor, God of Thunder: Godbomb
Thunderbolts: No quarter
Ultimate Spiderman
Ultimates: Ultimate Collection
Uncanny Avengers: The Red Shadow

Juv.T487g
Juv.T5354
Juv.U476 bk. 1
Juv. M6452u
Juv.U543

(In the wake of Professor X’s funeral, Captain America creates a new Avengers
unit comprised of Avengers and X-Men, humans and mutants working
together. Then the Red Skull returns – straight out of the 1940’s.)

Vaughan, Brian

Ex machina: the first hundred days
Juv.V3644e
(set in our modern-day world, 'Ex Machina' tells the story of civil engineer
Mitchell Hundred, who becomes America's first living, breathing super-hero
after a strange accident gives him amazing powers. Eventually Mitchell tires of
risking his life merely to maintain the status quo, retires from masked crime
fighting and runs for mayor of New York City, winning by a landslide. But Mayor
Hundred has to worry about more than just budget problems and an
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antagonistic governor, especially when a mysterious hooded figure begins
assassinating plow drivers during the worst snowstorm in the city's history)

Wilson, G. Willow

Ms. Marvel: Crushed

Juv. W7485w.v. 3

(Love is in the air in Jersey City as Valentine's Day arrives! Kamala Khan may not be
allowed to go to the school dance... but Ms. Marvel is! Volume 3.)

Wilson, G. Willow

Ms. Marvel: Generation Why

Juv.W7485w vol.2

(Who is the Inventor, and what does he want with the all-new Ms. Marvel and all her
friends? Maybe Wolverine can help! If Kamala can stop fan-girling out about meeting
her favorite super hero, that is! Contains material originally published in magazine

form as Ms. Marvel #6-11".

Wilson, G. Willow

Ms. Marvel: Last Days

Juv. M6787w v.4

( Kamala left broken-hearted by Kamran, has to save her brother , and Jersey City from
impending doom. She has unexpected help from two superheroes!)

Wilson, G. Willow

Ms. Marvel: No Normal

Juv. W7485w vol.1

(Kamala Khan is an ordinary girl from Jersey City -- until she's suddenly
empowered with extraordinary gifts. But who truly is the new Ms. Marvel?
Teenager? Muslim? Inhuman? Find out as she takes the Marvel Universe by
storm!)

`

Wolverine: Origin
X-23: Chaos Theory
X-23: Don’t Look Back
X-23: The Killing Dream
X-Factor: The Longest Night
X-Factor: Life and death matters
X-Factor: Many lives of Madrox
X-Men: Age of Apocalypse
X-Men: God loves, Man Kills
X-Men: Executioner’s Song
X-Men: The Uncanny X-men:
The Dark Phoenix saga
X-Treme X –Men

Juv. W8695
Juv.X861
Juv.X862
Juv.X86
Juv.X67 v.1
Juv.X67 v.2
Juv.X67 v.3
Juv.X75
Juv. X753g
Juv.X758
Juv.X753
Juv. X85

Adult
Adventure Classics

Juv.A2442

(includes works of Robert Louis Stevenson, Arthur Conan Doyle, O. Henry,
Damon Runyon, Zane Grey, Kipling and many others.)

African American Classics

Juv.A2582

(includes works of Claude McKay, Zora Neale Hurston, Jean Toomer, Frances
E.W. Harper and many others.)

Amir
Bechdel, Alison
Bechdel, Alison

Zahra’s Paradise
Are you my mother? : a comic drama
Essential dykes to watch out for

PN6790 .I64 Z34 2011
PN6727 .B3757 Z46 2012
PN6728.D94.B475 2008
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Bechdel, Alison

Fun home : a family tragicomic

PN6727 .B3757 Z46 2006

Croci, Pascal.

Auschwitz

PN6747 .C74 A9413 2004

Doxiades, Apostolos

Logicomix

PA5615 .O87 L6413 2009

(Recounts the spiritual odyssey of philosopher Bertrand Russell. In his agonized search
for absolute truth, Russell crosses paths with legendary thinkers like
Gottlob Frege, David Hilbert, and Kurt Godel, and finds a passionate student
in the great Ludwig Wittgenstein.)

Drnaso, Nick

Sabrina

PN6727.D76.S25 2018

(The aftermath and effect of a woman’s disappearance and murder on her friends and family)

Eisner, Will

Contract with God trilogy:
life on Dropsie Avenue
Sandman

PN6727 .E4 A6 2006

Gonick, Larry

Cartoon History of the Modern World: Part I :
From Columbus to the U.S. Constitution

Juv. 909.08.G638c pt.1

Gonick, Larry

Cartoon History of the Modern World: Part II : Juv. 909.08.G638c pt.2
From the Basteille to Baghdad

Igort

The Ukrainian and Russian Notebooks:
DK511.C37.I634 2016
Life and death under Soviet rule
(After spending two years in Ukraine and Russia, collecting the stories of the

Gaiman, Neil

PN6727.R85.S36
PN6728.S26.G35/
PN6728.S26.G37

survivors and witnesses to Soviet rule, masterful Italian graphic novelist Igort
was compelled to illuminate two shadowy moments in recent history:
the Ukraine famine and the assassination of a Russian journalist.

Kim, Derek Kirk

Same Difference

Juv. K493s

(A series of short stories in graphic novel format follows a group of friends in
their twenties as they navigate young adulthood and relationships.)

Kvernelland, Steffen

Munch
ND773.M8.K9413 2016
(explores the relationships and obsessions that drove the artist behind 'The
Scream.' Using text drawn from the writings of Edvard Munch and his
contemporaries, this extensively researched and beautifully drawn graphic
novel debunks the familiar myth of the half-mad expressionist painter -anguished, starving and ill-treated -- to reveal the artist's neglected sense
of humour and optimism.)

Maroh, Julie

Last of the Innocent ( Criminal series)

PN6727.B78.L37 2011

Blue is the warmest color

Juv.M3543b

(French creator Maroh's Audience Award-winning graphic novel is a sincere
love story told through the journal entries of Clementine, spanning her years in
high school to adulthood. Despite Clementine's unhappy attempts at having a
"normal" relationship with a boy, there is love at first sight when she sees the
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confident blue-haired Emma. Caution: Mature readers, nudity, sexual
situations. See also Skim Juv. T1533s.)

McCoud, Scott

Reinventing Comics: How imagination
PN6710.M34 2000
and technology are revolutionizing an art form
(Companion to Understanding Comics; explores growth and influence of
technology on the art form.)

McCloud, Scott

Understanding comics: the invisible art

PN6710 .M335 1994

(Comic book about comics: a detailed look at the history, meaning, and art of comics
and cartooning)

Moore, Alan

Terra Obscura: S.M.A.S.H. of two worlds

Juv.T3232

(On a planet known as Terra Obscura, Tom Strong's heroic allies battle the
forces of S.M.A.S.H. But after being out of action for decades and in suspended
animation, can these heroes adjust to a strange world and its modern
technology? Caution: Graphic violence and sexual situations. Mature readers.)

Moore, Alan

V is for Vendetta

Juv.V5975

(The date is November 5th, 1997. War has ravaged England, entire races have
been eradicated, the entire British populace is under constant surveillance, and
the absolute power is absolutely corrupt. On this historic day, a man with a
strong resemblance to Guy Fawkes (in action and dress) blows up Parliament.
The bomber, a masked character named V, saves a girl named Eve from a
violent crime and takes her under his wing. Moore's dystopian, fascist version
of England, ruled by one central leader and his sects (named after parts of the
body, such as Finger, Nose, and Voice), is systematically dismantled by the
enigmatic V. Combining alternate history with moral questions about freedom
and identity. Caution slight nudity and violence.)

Moore, Alan

Watchmen
Juv.M8212w
(In an alternate 1985 America, where Nixon is still president and tension with
the Soviets has reached disastrous levels, a group of outlaw superheroes come
out of retirement to find the murderer who’s hunting them , but they also
cover a plot of global proportions. Caution: graphic language, and sexual
situations.)

Satrapi, Marjane

Embroideries
PN6747 .S245 E42 2005
(Satrapi follows her acclaimed youth memoirs Persepolis (2003) and Persepolis
(2004) with some tales her grandmother, mother, aunts, and their bosom
friends told her about sex and men--stories that are frank, funny, occasionally
sad, and utterly credible.)

Sfar, Joann

Rabbi’s Cat

PN6747 .S48 C4813 2005

(In 1930s Algeria, a cat belonging to Zlabya, the daughter of a rabbi,
eats a parrot and gains the power of speech. The cat, as might be expected of a
cat, proves to be a grand skeptic with a smart mouth and engages in lacerating
theological discussions with the rabbi and with the rabbi's master. In the second
half, the focus moves away from the cat and features a visit by the rabbi's
imposing cousin Malka and his pet lion; a threat to the rabbi's position; a suitor
for Zlabya; and a trip to Paris. Caution: Mature readers. Contains nudity.)
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Spiegelman, Art

In the shadow of no towers

PN6727 .S6 I5 2004

(Spiegelman’s view of New York on 9/11.)

Toppi, Sergio

Sharaz-De; Tales from the Arabian Nights
Juv.T6755s
(Sharaz-De, captive to a cruel and despotic king, must each night
spin tales to entertain her master and save her head from the executioner.
A graphic novel re-imagining of Scheherazade and the 1001 Arabian nights.

Ware, Chris

Building stories

Spec. Coll. PN6727.W285.B85

(Award winning, innovative graphic novel. Presents an illustrated tale, told
in various books and folded sheets, and a game board about the residents in
a three-story Chicago apartment building, including a lonely single woman,
a couple who are growing to despise each other, and an elderly landlady.)

Wilde, Lisa

Yo, Miss: A Graphic look at High School
(Based on author Lisa Wilde's experience teaching at John V. Lindsay Wildcat
Academy, a charter high school for at-risk students in New York City, the story
follows the lives of eight (fictionalized-composite) students as they work toward
obtaining their diplomas.)

WEBSITES
Graphic Novels for Younger Readers
http://tinyurl.com/la3ak9
Graphic Novels –Suggestions for Librarians
http://ncac.org/resource/graphic-novels-suggestions-for-librarians/
Great Graphic Novels for Teens (YALSA)
www.ala.org/yalsa/ggnt
Introduction to Graphic Novels-Podcast
http://tinyurl.com/mjpzyt
No Flying No Tights (Reviews)
http://www.noflyingnotights.com/
Pop Culture Classroom
https://classroom.popcultureclassroom.org/
(Teacher and parent resources, downloadable teaching guides and unit plans, graded booklists)
Queer Comics Database
http://queercomicsdatabase.com/
(Database of comics that contain queer representation. This includes: comics published in print and on
the web, comics from major publishers, independent publishers, and self-published comics, comics for
children, teens, and adults, as well as all-ages comics, representation from across the LGBTQIA
spectrum, as well as intersectional representation.)
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GUIDES
Brozo, William G

Wham!: Teaching graphic novels across CMCLB1044.9.C59.B76 2014
the curriculum
Building literacy connections
with graphic novels : page by page, panel by panel

LB1631 .B773 2007

Cary, Stephen

Going graphic: comics at work
in the multilingual classroom

PE1128 .A2 C36 2004

Fingeroth, Danny

Rough guide to graphic novels

PN6710 .F56 2008

Goldsmith, Francisca

Readers' advisory guide to graphic novels

Z692 .G7 G655 2010

Gorman, Michele

Getting graphic!: using graphic
novels to promote literacy
with preteens and teens

CMC PN6710 .G68 2003

Graphic novels and comic books
autobiography and graphic novels

PN6710 .G736 2010

(examination of the use of autobiography within graphic novels, including such critically
acclaimed examples as Art Spiegelman's Maus,David Beauchard's Epileptic, Marjane
Satrapi's Persepolis, Alan Moore's Watchmen, and Gene Yang's American Born Chinese.)

Hill, Robyn A.

Secret Origin of Good Readers

CMC Z5956.C6.S43 2004

Kannenberg, Gene

500 essential graphic novels:
the ultimate guide

PN6710 .K35 2008

McCloud, Scott

Reinventing comics:
PN6710.M34 2000
How Imagination and Technology are revolutionizing an Art Form

Pawuk, Michael

Graphic novels : a genre guide to
comic books, manga, and more

PN6710 P39 2007

Serchay, David S.

Librarian's guide to graphic novels
for adults

Z692 .G7 S469 2010

Serchay, David S.

The librarian's guide to graphic novels
for children and tweens

Z692 .G7 S47 2008

Graphic Novel Classroom: Powerful teaching and
learning with images

CMCLB1044.9.C59.B35 2014

TEACHER RESOURCES
Bakis, Maureen
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(Chapters and activities on the arrival, American Born Chinese,
Maus, V for Vendetta, Batman, the Dark Knight Returns.)

Bitz, Michael

When Commas Meet Kryptonite:
Classroom Lessons from the Comic Book Project

Brozo, William G

Wham!: Teaching graphic novels across
the curriculum

CMC 1044.9.C59.B58 2010

CMCLB1044.9.C59.B76 2014

(Activities for all content areas, aligned with the Common Core [Appendix C].)

Building literacy connections
with graphic novels : page by page, panel by panel

LB1631 .B773 2007

Cary, Stephen

Going graphic: comics at work
in the multilingual classroom

PE1128 .A2 C36 2004

Gorman, Michele

Getting graphic!: using graphic
novels to promote literacy with preteens and teens

CMC PN6710 .G68 2003

Hill, Robyn A.

Secret Origin of Good Readers

CMC Z5956.C6.S43 2004

Monnin, Katie

Teaching early reader comics and
graphic novels

CMC PN6790 .U6 M66 2011

Monnin, Katie

Teaching reading comprehension with graphic
texts: an illustrated adventure

CMC LB1050.45.M65 2013

Monnin, Katie

Teaching graphic novels:
Practical strategies
for the Secondary ELA classroom

CMC LB1631.M588 2010

Monnin, Katie

Using Content-Area Graphic Texts for Learning:
A Guide for Middle-Level Educators

CMC LB1632.J34 2013

Speigelman, Art

MetaMaus: A Look Inside a
Modern Classic

Reserve Desk
PN6727.S6.Z7465 2011

Teaching the Graphic Novel
PN6710.T38 2009
(teaching ideas, multimedia applications and interdisciplinary projects
aimed university level instruction but with multi-grade applications)
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